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Previtamin D: Z–E photoisomerization via a
Hula-twist conical intersection

Werner Fuß †

On photoisomerization of previtamin D – a steroid Z-triene – produced in situ by ring opening of

7-dehydrocholesterol in a cold matrix, it was found in A. M. Müller et al. [Angew. Chem., Int. Ed., 1998,

37, 505–507] that the product (tachysterol) had rotated not only its central double bond but also an

adjacent single bond. This is called a Hula twist (HT) due to the alternative description, in which it is just

one central CH group that rotates. It was pointed out that the results directly support the calculated

molecular structure at a conical intersection, which mediates the Z–E isomerization of polyenes. With a

more sophisticated technique, Saltiel et al. (J. Phys. Chem. Lett., 2013, 4, 716–721) confirmed this

tachysterol rotamer as the main product but found two additional conformers. They believed to have

seen also three previtamin D conformers, suggested to be a result of hot-ground-state reactions from

the primary rotamer, and interpreted all tachysterol products to be a result of a double-bond twist

(DBT), not a HT. On the basis of published circular dichroism data and consideration of other reactions,

it is here shown that under these conditions hot-ground-state reactions are unimportant or even

negligible and that there is practically only a single conformer of previtamin D after ring opening. All

products can be easily understood on the basis of an HT-type conical intersection, which is thus further

supported. Invoking a published pretwist model even rationalizes product ratios. The two twists in HT

are concerted. Furthermore HT is fully consistent with the NEER principle (nonequilibration of excited

rotamers) and even offers additional possibilities for conformer control.

1. Introduction

The Z–E photoisomerization of previtamin D (Pre, a steroid
Z-triene; structures are given below) to tachysterol (Tachy, the
corresponding E-triene) was studied by our group in 1998 in
Garching in a matrix (EPA : diethyl ether, isopentane, ethanol
5 : 5 : 1) at 90 K.1 Because Pre was prepared in situ in the cold
glass matrix by photochemical ring opening of 7-dehydro-
cholesterol (Dehy, a cyclohexadiene derivative; also called pro-
vitamin D3), it was reasonable to assume that it is a single
conformer, still ring-like, with the two single bonds adjacent to
the central double bond in the cis form (cZc-Pre). It was found
that not only the central double bond has rotated in the product
tachysterol but also an adjacent single bond (to tEc-Tachy). The
concerted twist of such two neighboring bonds is equivalent to
the rotation of a single CH group, which is the basis of the name
Hula twist (HT). It was pointed out in ref. 1 that HT isomeriza-
tion passes through an intermediate geometry (with two bonds
partially twisted) that is just the calculated structure at the S1/S0

conical intersection (CI) for Z–E isomerization of polyenes;2–7

the results are hence an experimental support of the calculated
CI structure.

In 2013 the Saltiel group in Tallahassee/Florida reinvestigated
this system (at 77 K in EPA) with a more elaborate technique and
found two additional Tachy conformers: cEc and cEt besides the
main product tEc.8 They believed to have seen also three Pre
conformers (cZc, tZc and cZt) as products of the Dehy ring
opening. They interpreted each Tachy conformer as a result of a
simple double-bond twist (DBT) of the corresponding Pre
conformer; hence they concluded ‘‘DBT, not HT’’.8 In 2017
they investigated in the same way the photoisomerization of
lumisterol (Lumi) to Pre and Tachy.9 (In Lumi and Dehy the
diene chromophores form a right-handed and left-handed
screw, respectively. The same difference must be assumed for
the – nonplanar – triene chromophores of the two resulting
cZc-Pre-s.) They found from Lumi only one Pre conformer (cZc)
but two (or three) Tachy conformers, whose identification seems
to be less clear-cut than on starting from Dehy. They say that
also in the Lumi experiment their results are more consistent
with DBT than with HT.

The quantum-chemical calculations for the CI that controls
Z–E isomerization of polyenes2–7 are widely accepted. At this CI
the molecule has twisted two neighboring CC bonds by (much)
less than 1801; i.e., it has performed an incomplete HT, and
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branching is possible from there to complete HT, to DBT, to single-
bond rotation (SBR) or internal conversion (IC)2–7 (Section 3). If it
turned out that polyenes follow only DBT (and IC) but never
(a concerted) HT (as claimed at the end of ref. 8), the quantum
mechanical calculations should also be revised. According to
Saltiel8 the case of Pre was believed to be the most conclusive
evidence for HT. It seems hence important to revisit this example.

For a critical assessment of the processes going on, let us
first consider details of the previous experiments on Pre, then
look once more to the predictions based on the HT-type CI
(which was not mentioned in ref. 8 and 9). It will then be shown
that Saltiel’s results in ref. 8 are more consistent with the CI
mechanism and also those in ref. 9 seem compatible with it.
Also further related questions will be considered such as the
NEER principle and conformer control, volume constraints and
reactions in the hot ground state.

2. Previous experiments on Pre
photoisomerization

Scheme 1 shows the structures of the compounds discussed
here. The trienes differ in the orientation (s-cis or s-trans) of the
single bonds in the conjugated chain. A fourth such conformer
of Pre and Tachy (tZt and tEt) is not shown; they were not
detected in ref. 1, 8 and 9. The dienes and in particular the
trienes are not planar. Each of the conjugated single bonds can
be twisted from planarity in positive or negative helical sense;
such torsions obviously influence the circular dichroism (CD).

Thus one expects as primary products (�)cZ(�)c-Pre from Dehy
and (+)cZ(+)c-Pre from Lumi. Furthermore, the OH group of the
cyclohexene A ring can be equatorial or axial, which also has
some influence on the torsions in the chromophores. By various
quantum chemical methods Dmitrenko and coworkers9–12

calculated for these conformers of Pre and Tachy the relative
energies and conformer equilibria at room temperature, structures
(in particular twist angles), UV and CD spectra, mainly in the gas
phase. The energy differences are small, so that solvent inter-
actions may be more important to control which conformer
dominates. On starting from a thermal Pre, there can always be
uncertainties as to which conformer(s) is (are) involved. A better
chance for deciding on ‘‘HT or DBT’’ can be expected, if one
tries to prepare a single Pre conformer (and hopefully freeze it)
by a ring opening reaction.

Already in the 1980s, Z–E isomerization of thermal Pre was
extensively investigated in a matrix of EPA and also of a
hydrocarbon mixture at 92 K by the group of Jacobs and Havinga
in Leiden,13–15 using UV, CD and NMR spectroscopy and other
methods. They found the less stable cEc-Tachy on illuminating
thermalized Pre in EPA at 92 K; they presented arguments that
under these conditions Pre was primarily in the cZc form, so that
the reaction would be a DBT.13–15 After the in situ preparation of
cZc-Pre (according to the assumption) that photoisomerized to
tEc-Tachy (via HT), the Garching group1 reassigned thermal Pre to
tZc-Pre (because a different product requires a different reactant),
consistent with the sign of the circular dichroism13–15 and the
assignment of Dauben,16 so that the reaction was tZc-Pre -

cEc-Tachy (hence also HT) in the Leiden experiment. This
assignment will be maintained here, although the Florida and
Leiden groups8,9,13–15 argued in favor of ‘‘thermal Pre = cZc-Pre’’.

It is also worth mentioning that the photoreactions of Pre
and other steroid polyenes served in Leiden as important test
cases for the NEER principle. This rule of nonequilibration of
excited rotamers17–19 is very successful in explaining many
wavelength dependences, which could thus be understood as
conformer control. An example may serve for explanation (details
and more examples in Section 3.2): due to the ring-like shape of
its chromophore, cZc-Pre can photochemically close the ring (to
Dehy or Lumi), whereas the more stretched conformers cannot;
all conformers can undergo Z–E isomerization. Due to its spectral
wing, the cZc conformer can be selectively excited at long
wavelengths, so that ring closure is more important there than
at shorter wavelengths. The NEER principle prevents the inter-
conversion of different conformers during the photochemical
reactions.

In the matrix experiments in Garching and Florida1,8,9 the
reactant (Pre) was produced in situ by photochemical opening
of the cyclohexadiene B ring of Dehy1,8 or Lumi.9 In ref. 1 it was
assumed that the resulting conformer has the cZc structure,
which has still a ring-like form, and Z–E isomerization was
found to produce the tEc conformer of Tachy (see the structures
in Scheme 1); from cZc to tEc means rotation of two bonds,
hence HT. The Florida work starting from Dehy8 confirmed
tEc-Tachy as the main product (76% at high conversion, using a Hg
lamp, p. 719 left column in ref. 8) besides some cEt-Tachy (21%)

Scheme 1 Structures of 7-dehydrocholesterol (Dehy), lumisterol (Lumi),
previtamin D (Pre) and tachysterol (Tachy). c and t denote s-cis and s-trans
arrangement around the 5–6 and 7–8 single bonds. Obviously the molecules
are not planar; the chromophores in Dehy and its primary ring-opening
product cZc-Pre form a left-handed screw ((�)cZ(�)c-Pre), whereas in Lumi
and its cZc-Pre product ((+)cZ(+)c-Pre) they correspond to a right-handed
screw.
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and little cEc-Tachy (3%); the percentages were revised in ref. 9 but
with tEc-Tachy still as the main product (50%). (Also one side
product, cEt-Tachy, was reassigned, see below.) The authors of
ref. 8 also believe to have seen evidence for three conformers as
products of Dehy ring opening (tZc-, cZt- and cZc-Pre) and assign
the Z–E isomerization to DBT (Scheme 2a); they also assume (as in
ref. 1) that cZc-Pre is the primary conformer but that the other two
are formed from it via hot-ground-state reactions.8 By contrast,
from Lumi the authors found cZc-Pre as the only ring-opening
product, and subsequent Z–E isomerization produced two or three
tachysterol conformers,9 whose identification seems to me less
clear-cut than on starting from Dehy,8 however.

The earlier in situ work1 identified the tachysterol conformers
on the basis of UV spectra, which were previously assigned in
Leiden13–15 with the help of CD spectra. Saltiel and coworkers8,9

observed fluorescence in addition. This provides an additional
degree of freedom, because the excitation wavelength can be
varied, so that the spectra of different conformers are easier to
separate. This was the basis for identifying in a thermalized
mixture three conformers of tachysterol (tEc, cEt and cEc), which
were then also found as products of Z–E isomerization in the
matrix. At low temperature, tachysterol is photostable and has a
good quantum yield for fluorescence.8 Unfortunately this is not
the case for previtamin D. Therefore the identification of the Pre
conformers is much less certain. It depends critically on the least
well established fluorescence spectrum (of ‘‘Pre290’’) and indirect
evidence for its absorption (p. 719 left column in ref. 8). In
the Lumi experiment9 also the Tachy conformers presented
some difficulties of identification, because their fluorescence
and fluorescence excitation spectra were continuous without
a characteristic structure. The authors used comparison with
spectra from their Dehy experiment8 and from their quantum-
chemical calculations.9 The Dehy–Lumi comparison caused the
authors to re-assign a conformer with the preliminary name
TachyC (p. 2336 of ref. 9): the fluorescence spectra of the pair
(�)cE(�)c-Tachy and TachyC from Dehy were similar to those of
(+)cE(+)c-Tachy and TachyC from Lumi. Therefore the authors
suggest that TachyC is also a cEc conformer but with opposite
helicity compared with the primary conformer each time. It is
not said why the original assignment8 TachyC = cEt-Tachy
seems less probable. Section 4.2 points out that the change in
helicity after ring opening of Dehy is not consistent with the
measurements of circular dichroism, and considerations of
potentials (Section 3.1) would be better compatible with the
original assignment. Therefore Schemes 2a and b present both
possibilities.

The work in Garching that reported on an observation of
HT1 triggered many investigations in a matrix, mainly by the
Liu group in Hawaii, who found a large number of additional
examples of HT isomerization, in particular in aryl substituted
olefins and dienes. The results were repeatedly reviewed.20–27

The emphasis was always on the volume-saving properties of
the HT reaction (in which only an internal CH group rotates out
of plane). In fact, this was the original purpose of the suggestion
of HT: to explain how rhodopsin can isomerize in the confines of
the protein.28,29 It will here be pointed out again1,2,30,31 that an
external force is not needed for HT.

Whereas Liu considers HT as a channel of higher (free)
energy than DBT, it is actually a calculated minimum-energy
path,1,2 consistent with its observation in cryogenic matrices. Liu
initially suggested that HT is an exception to the NEER principle20–22

but modifies this statement in ref. 21 (footnote 45) and does not
repeat it later. However, Saltiel seems to assume (Introduction
in ref. 9) that NEER and HT are incompatible. It is here
emphasized again2 that there is no conflict and that HT even
provides more examples of conformer control.

The following section explains that the details of the new
results of ref. 8 on Previtamin D can be understood by properties

Scheme 2 The photochemical reactions of Dehy, Lumi and Pre as
assigned in ref. 8 (a), ref. 9 (b) and suggested in this work (c). Where the
helicity and OH group orientation are not given, they are assumed to be
the same as in the starting material; i.e., – and eq-OH with Dehy, + and
ax-OH with Lumi. In (a), the Tachy fractions and assignments are from
p. 719 of ref. 8. The fractions were determined at high conversion with a
254 nm lamp and may need (small) corrections, if the fluorescence
quantum yields of Tachy are taken into account. The Pre fractions are
not explicitly given there. The assignment of thermal Pre is from p. 718 left
column of ref. 8. In (b), the ax and eq assignments and the helicities of the
Lumi products are from p. 2339 right column in ref. 9 (also eqn (2) and
Abstract). The helicity reversal via a photochemical path (not explicitly
stated in ref. 9) is deduced from Fig. 7b and the hot-S0 path is from p. 2336
bottom left. The revised percentages of the Dehy products (evaluated from
absorption instead of fluorescence data) are from p. 2337 of ref. 9; the
numbers 20% and 30% must possibly be interchanged.9 The final assignment
of TachyC is discussed on p. 2337 top right. In (c), the first question mark after
‘‘observed’’ refers to the supposed ax-OH orientation, whereas9 prefers
eq-OH. The second question mark means that ‘‘observed’’ is only correct
with the old identification TachyC = cEt-Tachy.
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of an HT-type CI and that these new results support a path via
such a CI instead of a DBT-type CI.

The reaction schemes suggested in ref. 8 and 9 and here
are opposed in Scheme 2. The details are the subject of the
following sections.

3. Expectations from the potentials
and conical intersections
3.1. Basics

The conical intersection of potentials is a central concept
of modern photochemistry (see, e.g. ref. 32–34). It provides a
continuous and usually ultrafast path between potential surfaces.
The upper cone of the S1/S0 CI can act as a collection funnel for
the trajectories; the lower cone (together with other factors)
controls the branching between recovery of the reactant (i.e.,
internal conversion) and formation of photoproducts. That is, the
branching space (spanned by the gradient difference vector
and the nonadiabatic coupling vector) are directly related to the
quantum yield and product spectrum.

The longest-wavelength absorption of Pre (a substituted
conjugated triene) corresponds to pp* excitation, populating
the so-called spectroscopic or bright state (1B in the approximate
symmetry C2 of the chromophore). In the unsubstituted 1,3,5-
hexatriene (as in general in longer polyenes35,36), relaxation from
there leads around a CI to the slightly lower minimum of a two-
electron excited (‘‘dark’’) state (2A)37,38 (Fig. 1). In this S1

minimum the double bonds are lengthened and the single
bonds shortened (more than in the single-electron excited 1B
state) but the molecule is still planar (review: ref. 36). The bond-
order change (usually not ‘‘reversal’’8,9) hinders rotamerization
in the excited state (as does also its usually short lifetime), which
rationalizes the NEER principle. From the 2A minimum, the
molecule leaves via a very small barrier and a CI to the ground
state (S0).37,38 According to CASSCF calculations,2–7 the molecular

structure at this S1/S0 CI involves a twist of two neighboring
bonds by about 601 (slightly smaller in longer polyenes3) (Fig. 1).
This structure was initially called ‘‘kink’’3 and later also ‘‘of Hula-
twist type’’.2 The three C atoms in the kink are also pyramidalized
(rehybridized). From the reduced CCC angle (90–1001 instead of
1201), a C(1)–C(3) force (‘‘driving force’’) was inferred,2 which is
attractive in S1 (upper cone of the CI) and repulsive in S0 (lower
cone). Geometrically the HT CI is (in general) less than half way
to a full HT. Therefore there is no common intermediate for
cis–trans and trans–cis isomerization. This explains2 why the sum
of the two quantum yields is in general far below 1 in polyenes.

According to Martı́nez,39 this is the description of polyene
cis–trans isomerization that is valid to date. It should also be
noted that ‘‘the CI’’ actually means a minimum in the intersection
space. Another minimum (of higher energy in nonpolar polyenes
but lower in highly polar double-bond systems2) is a CI with
DBT as the only twist but other coordinates involved, such as
pyramidalization.

Isomerization in this simple triene begins only on departure
from the (planar) S1 minimum. To find a continuous path down
to S0, it is in general not sufficient to twist the double bond and
change the bond orders again. To bring the S1 and S0 surfaces
to intersection requires distortion along additional coordinates
such as pyramidalization and single-bond twist. In the corres-
ponding (HT-type) CI, the isomerization is less than half finished
(Fig. 1). From there, on the lower cone, the wave packet can either
keep its direction, supported by momentum conservation (not by
the potential2), so that HT is completed. But it can also twist
back both bonds leading back to the reactant (that is, internal
conversion, IC); or turn back the single bond, resulting in DBT
(called ‘‘attempted HT’’ in ref. 2) or the double bond, producing
another conformer of the reactant (single-bond rotation, SBR2).
Hence, one CI can lead to both HT and DBT, besides recovery of
the reactant and rotamerization (Fig. 1). Due to the lack of
directional force with respect to these alternatives, an external
force may become decisive there, such as the inhibition of
volume-demanding processes (DBT and rotamerization) by viscous
media or a matrix. It should, however, be emphasized that a medium
effect is not required for HT (contrary to Liu’s assumption20–27), as
shown by experiments in the gas phase and in solution (see the
compilation in ref. 30 and the recent results for substituted
hemithioindigos40) and confirmed also for Pre by calculations
of dynamics in the gas phase.41,43

More recently it was pointed out that the direction of leaving
from the lower cone of the CI can be predetermined:30,42 there
can be some memory of a momentum acquired before the CI, for
example via a predistortion of the molecule. In the condensed
phase, this momentum conservation can last until 5–15 ps. This
is the typical time of energy and momentum transfer to a solvent
(Section 4.1). Examples of predistortion or momentum effects
will be given in the next subsection.

Whereas most calculations have been done for unsubstituted
trienes and polyenes, much less such work is available on Pre. A
combination (‘‘ONIOM’’) was applied to this molecule, using a
high level method (CASSCF) for the chromophore and various
low-level methods for the rest;43 it found that in the S1/S0 CI two

Fig. 1 Suggested potentials of 1,3,5-hexatriene. The 2A/1A CI is displaced
from the drawing plane to a direction in the branching space. The
corresponding coordinates contain CQC and C–C twist (as indicated in
the small inset), the CCC angle and a pyramidalization of the three C of this
group. A minor barrier is indicated at the 1B - 2A transition around the CI.
The four exit channels lead to double-bond twist (DBT), Hula twist (HT),
single-bond rotation (SBR) and internal conversion (IC).
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neighboring bonds are twisted (by about 301), indicating a
beginning of HT. Although it was not mentioned there, the S1

in this calculation43 is probably the (dark) 2A state; it is usually
placed by CASSCF at lower energies than in higher-level methods.
By contrast, time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT)
either tends to place this two-electron excited state at too high
energies or does not find it at all. TDDFT was also applied to
Pre;41 it found that S1 is the spectroscopic (1B) state, mixed with
the 2A state at more distorted geometries. It also found that its
Z–E isomerization (in the gas phase) follows the HT pathway.41

The latter computational result was not really expected,
because an HT-type CI was believed before2 to be characteristic
of the intersection of the ground state with the 2A state (which
valence-bond theory classifies as covalent), not with the (ionic)
1B state. In the examples calculated in ref. 2, in very polar
molecules the S1 minimum was 1B-like and was energetically
close to S0; a pyramidalization (which is energetically not very
active in radicaloids) was sufficient to make the two states
intersect. In nonpolar polyenes the S1 minimum had 2A char-
acter and was energetically far from S0, and a two-bond twist
(HT) was required (in addition to pyramidalization) to reach the
CI. Perhaps the criterion, when to expect a CI of either HT- or
DBT-type, should be the energetic gap, not the polarity. This
would also be consistent with the results for the relatively polar
hemithioindigos,40 where the product spectrum seems typical
of an HT CI.

For hexatriene it does not matter, whether C(3) or C(4) rotates
out of plane in its HT-type isomerization (HT-3 or HT-4): the
products would not differ, although the two paths would lead
via two separate CIs. By contrast, one expects different Tachy
conformers from photoisomerization of Pre, even if the latter is
a single conformer (Scheme 2c): from cZc-Pre, HT-6 will form
tEc-Tachy, whereas HT-7 will lead to cEt-Tachy, besides the
DBT-product cEc-Tachy and the recovery of the reactant from
both CIs. Remarkably, no tEt-Tachy is formed by this mechanism.
Its absence was interpreted by a matrix effect in ref. 8. We can
conclude that,

(1) The CI mechanism predicts just the three observed8

Tachy conformers as products from a single reactant conformer
(cZc-Pre, Scheme 2c). So, it is not necessary to assume8 three
separate reactant conformers.

(2) The CI mechanism does not require the assumption8 of
hot-ground-state rotamerization, because all observed8 products
can be formed photochemically from the primary conformer
(cZc-Pre). That reactions in the hot S0 play (practically) no role is
indicated by CD data (Section 4.2) and by another reaction
investigated in ref. 8 (Section 4.3).

On ring opening of Lumi, the Florida group observed only
one conformer of Pre, assigned (p. 2339 right in ref. 9) to
(+)cZ(+)c-Pre with an axial OH group (Scheme 2b). (Also Lumi
has a positive helicity and an axial OH group.) So, in contrast to
Dehy as the reactant, hot-ground-state rotamerization was
absent. This was tentatively attributed to a slightly smaller free
space available in the EPA glass. On further irradiation they
found two Tachy conformers (possibly three, if the two components
in the spectrum of TachyC indicate two conformers, Fig. 7a and

context in ref. 9). The major one was assigned (p. 2339 right
column of ref. 9) to cEc-Tachy (equatorial OH), consistent with
DBT or attempted HT, except that the claimed axial to equatorial
rearrangement is not predicted but conceivable on relaxation
down from the CI. The minor one (TachyC) was attributed in
the preceding work8 to cEt-Tachy, which would indicate HT-7,
starting from Dehy or from Lumi. The authors of ref. 9 did not
give any reason why they abandoned this assignment; they
now prefer (�)cE(�)c-Tachy with equatorial OH for TachyC, an
assignment consistent with their spectra, in particular when
compared9 with those from the Dehy experiment.

According to Fig. 7b of ref. 9, also TachyC can form directly
from cZc-Pre (generated from Lumi). If it is cEt-Tachy, this
corresponds to HT-7, which involves rotation of the CQC bond
by about 1801 and of an adjacent C–C bond by about 1501. In
the case of helicity inversion (i.e., if TachyC = (�)cE(�)c-Tachy),
a twist by 90–1301 of two single bonds is necessary besides the
CQC bond rotation (dihedral angles from Fig. S7 with Tables in
the ESI of ref. 9). This seems like a close relative of HT. However,
quantum chemistry should check whether such a CI exists and
is accessible. (A two-step process, DBT followed by ground-state
rotamerization, is not likely: why should a statistical process
twist just two C–C bonds?) On further irradiation the authors
also observed a slow conversion, (+)cE(+)c-Tachy - TachyC

(Fig. 8a and context in ref. 9). If TachyC = cEt-Tachy, this would
be a single-bond rotation, allowed by an HT-type CI (Fig. 1). The
authors instead assumed a hot-ground-state rearrangement
(helicity reversal) (Scheme 2b). It is not clear, however, why
such a reaction should not produce other conformers as well,
besides the one with opposite helicity. It is shown in Section 4 that
reactions in the hot S0 are generally minor or even negligible in Pre.

To summarize, I would interpret the isomerization of cZc-Pre
generated from Lumi as follows: (1) the main product, (+)cE(+)c-
Tachy, forms by DBT, which can be understood as an attempted
HT. However, its large yield is surprising, although still consistent
with an HT CI. (2) If the minor product is cEt-Tachy, it is a direct
support for an HT CI. (3) If the minor product is (�)cE(�)c-Tachy,
produced directly from the ring-opening product (+)cZ(+)c-Pre, the
involved correlated twists of a double bond and two single bonds
require a new type of CI. Such a CI would need quantum chemical
confirmation, although it seems closely related to an HT CI. (4) cEt-
Tachy (old assignment of TachyC) can form from the main product
cEc-Tachy by SBR via an HT CI, and (�)cE(�)c-Tachy by a twofold
C–C rotation possibly via the postulated CI. A selective twofold
bond rotation via a hot-ground-state reaction seems not likely. (5)
A pure DBT mechanism (via a DBT-type CI) would give rise to only
one Tachy conformer.

3.2. Barriers, pretwist, conformer control and the NEER
principle

By considering the pretwist in the reactants, even the product
ratios found in ref. 8 can be made qualitatively plausible: it was
observed that in substituted diphenyl–butadienes photochemical
Z–E isomerization by HT-1 was by far preferred over HT-2.44,45 This
was explained in ref. 30 by a predistortion effect and extended to
many more examples in ref. 42. If in competing ultrafast reactions
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such as HT-1 and HT-2 the molecule is predistorted in S0 in a
direction containing one of the photochemically active coordinates
(twist of one of the single-bond neighbors of the double bond),
vertical excitation puts the wave packet to a steep slope declining
in just this direction; the coordinate should at the same time be
Franck–Condon active.42 The slope accelerates the molecule
towards the pretwist. When the wave packet arrives in a branching
region, this momentum helps in selecting the right CI (HT-1 over
HT-2) or the right exit direction in a given CI (Fig. 1). A similar
acceleration is observed, if the pretwist eliminates a small barrier
that would exist in a planar unhindered molecule and that would
slow down the reaction.30,42

In planar trienes and longer polyenes twist coordinates are
not Franck–Condon active: as said above, excitation changes
mainly the bond orders so that differences of C–C and CQC
bond lengths are reduced. But the molecule remains planar in
the pp* and p*2 (1B and 2A) states. However, upon excitation of
the nonplanar trienes Pre or Tachy, the bond-order increase
of the C–C bonds tries to reduce their twist. That is, the coordinate
becomes Franck–Condon active. Upon excitation, the wave
packet is first accelerated towards planarity; but already after
half a vibrational period its direction is reversed.

According to force field and other calculations,9,12 in
(�)cZ(�)c-Pre (equatorial OH) the 5–6 C–C bond is much more
twisted than the 7–8 bond, so that one expects HT-6 to
dominate over HT-7. This fits neatly to the ratio of tEc- and
cEt-Tachy products (76 versus 21%8 or 50 versus 30%9), when
the in situ Pre (assumed here and in ref. 8 to be the primary
product conformer, (�)cZ(�)c-Pre) was illuminated by a mercury
lamp.8 The low yield (3%8 or 20%9) of the DBT product cEc-Tachy
conforms with the general experience (see, e.g. ref. 30) that HT is
preferred in nonpolar polyenes, whenever it is not hindered. It
may also be caused by hindering DBT (also on an attempted HT
path) by the constrained volume.

On starting from Lumi, one expects (+)cZ(+)c-Pre with axial
OH. According to the calculations,9 the dihedral angles of the
two single bonds are still comparable in magnitude, although
the twist of the 7–8 bond is considerably increased and that
of the 5–6 bond decreased compared to (�)cZ(�)c-Pre from
Dehy. The pretwist model would then predict a higher ratio of
cEt-Tachy over tEc-Tachy. In fact, the observed ratio (if TachyC =
cEt-Tachy) is larger, but much larger than expected: the tEc
conformer was probably not observed at all. So, either the
pretwist model is not sufficient in this case, or the distortions
in the EPA glass are much larger than those calculated for the
gas phase. A difficulty in checking the pretwist model with the
Lumi data is that the identification of the conformers seems to
me less clear-cut than in the Dehy case.

This discussion shows that the idea of conformer control
(made possible by the NEER principle) is not only fully compatible
with the HT-CI mechanism (Saltiel seems to assume inconsistency9)
but even offers more possibilities, because the C–C bond twist
also gives some control. It seems therefore interesting to consider
more examples.

(1) The Saltiel group found an example of conformer control,
which is of practical interest for the synthesis of (pre)vitamin D

and hydroxyl derivatives,46 for which the predistortion principle
provides a suggestive explanation:42 Whereas the main Tachy
conformer (tEc) has an E–Z isomerization quantum yield of only
jEZ = 0.12, irradiation in a long-wavelength shoulder (probably
belonging to cEc-Tachy) achieves jEZ = 0.42.46 Indeed cEc-Tachy
is more pretwisted than tEc-Tachy.9

(2) The conformer ratio of the Tachy product was found in
ref. 8 to depend slightly on the progress of conversion. This was
suggested to indicate a matrix site effect, without detailed
explanation. In fact, the pretwist of cZc-Pre – and thus the
probability ratio of HT-6 over HT-7 – may slightly depend on the
environment.

(3) In the same way one can consider the tZc-Pre conformers,
which according to density functional theory and molecular
dynamics9,11,41 in the gas phase dominate in a thermal distribution
at room temperature and certainly even more in the cold matrix.
(Whereas the equilibrium might be shifted by the solvent, Section
4.3 presents experimental evidence that tZc-Pre is the lowest-energy
conformer in the EPA matrix.) According to the calculations9 the
difference between the twist angles of the 5–6 and 7–8 bonds is
greater in these conformers than for the cZc conformers, so that one
can also expect a higher preference for the HT-6 product cEc-Tachy.
The Florida group even observed cEc-Tachy as the only product of
thermalized Pre;8 that is, of tZc-Pre, as just stated.

(4) Conformer control has often been invoked to explain
wavelength dependences. A famous case is that the quantum
yield of the Pre - Tachy isomerization (in solution near room
temperature) exhibits a sudden change within a small wave-
length range: whereas in the long-wavelength wing there was
only ring closure to Dehy and Lumi, ascribed to the cZc-Pre
conformer, Z–E isomerization is observed in addition only
above a certain photon energy47 (for differences with small
model compounds,48 see below). The original work47 supposed
a difference of photochemistry from the lower-lying dark (2A)
state and the spectroscopic (1B) state. The problem with this
interpretation is that from the higher potential the molecule
must in any case pass the S1 potential to reach S0.

According to an alternative model (see e.g. ref. 49 and 50
and literature quoted there) the ratio of quantum yields for
ring closure and Z–E isomerization simply reflects the ratio
of absorptions of cZc-Pre and tZc-Pre. The simplest such
conformer-control models assumed that cZc-Pre closes the ring
as the only reaction. However, as again found in ref. 1, 8 and 9,
also cZc-Pre isomerizes its central double bond with good yield.
It is entirely conceivable that the quantum yield of this reaction
is similar to that of the other conformers. In this case there
would be no wavelength dependence of Tachy formation
(if there is no reaction-specific barrier, as assumed in these
models); examples are the small model molecules,48 see the
end of this section. Indeed, when a single Pre conformer (cZc)
was prepared in situ in the cold EPA matrix, the quantum yield
for Tachy (tEc) decreased by a factor of 1.6 from 293 to 295 nm
(Table 5.1 in ref. 51, mentioned already in ref. 52, where also
the different wavelength thresholds are discussed). Hence the
quantum yield jump must (also) have an internal cause, present
in a single conformer.
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In ref. 52 the sudden change was ascribed to a barrier for
Z–E isomerization, whereas the ring closure is (nearly) barrierless;
only the smooth part of the wavelength dependence was attributed
to conformer control. These ideas are supported by calculation of
the conformer spectra,9,11,41,53 which showed no sudden change of
absorption cross sections. The group in Leiden pointed out already
in 1981 that also the wavelength dependence of vitamin D Z–E
isomerization (where the conformer distribution is much simpler
than in Pre) cannot be understood by conformer control alone.54

They also invoked a barrier in the excited state, which is overcome
by a higher photon energy.

It seems appropriate to have a closer look at the barriers,
also in view of the control by the pretwist.

A barrier seems to be located at the exit from the (spectro-
scopic) 1B state to the 2A state around the 1B/2A CI (Fig. 1):
leaving 1B requires a minor activation energy in the steroid
dienes and some trienes. This can be concluded from the
fluorescence, which (1) originates from the spectroscopic state,
as indicated by the emission spectra, which show no gap
between absorption and emission for Dehy (see ref. 55, 56
and quoted literature) and for some trienes (ref. 8 and 9 and
quoted literature), and which (2) has a much improved quantum
yield at low temperature (see ref. 8, 55 and 56 and quoted
literature). The barrier seems higher in the E isomer (Tachy),
which is photochemically stable at low temperature,8,9 in contrast
to the Z isomer (Pre), in which Z–E isomerization still takes place.
Whereas ring opening of unsubstituted cyclohexadiene is barrier-
less all along the path, the 1B - 2A transition in Dehy requires
activation (4–10 kJ mol�1 57). This is expected, because the shift
towards Franck–Condon active coordinates (that include CQC
torsion) of the p*2 (2A) potential is larger than that of pp* (1B). As
the CQC twist is hindered by ring fusion, the 1B–2A intersection
is moved up in Dehy. Similarly in the trienes with their bond-
order change in the excited states, the pretwist lifts the 2A state
more than the 1B state, thus generating (or raising) the barrier, if
plotted versus bond lengths as in Fig. 1 (Fig. 2 left). However, if
plotted versus torsion as in Fig. 2, right-hand side, the increased
pretwist lifts 2A versus 1B, so that the intersection is lowered. A
calculation would be desirable to decide which effect is greater.
Above, momentum effects (not activation energies) were invoked
for the interpretation that processes that go to the direction of the
pretwist are preferred.

After localization of the barrier at the 1B/2A CI, one can now
figure out (better than in the barrier model52) the origin of the

wavelength dependence of the (cZc-) Pre photochemistry: in the
wavelength region near the jump of quantum yields, excitation
leads directly into the branching region at the 1B/2A CI (Fig. 3).
The longest wavelengths (l3) still reach a barrierless path,
which leads to a ‘‘pericyclic’’ 2A minimum and CI towards ring
closure. Larger photon energies (l1) can in addition activate
also Z–E isomerization. With an intermediate wavelength (l2)
the isomerization barrier can be overcome only with additional
thermal activation (dotted arrow). This description is close to
the barrier model,52 where the 2A state was not explicitly used
and where overcoming of the barrier was by the excess energy,
as in a thermal process, instead of a ballistic process as
suggested here. It is also close to the original interpretation,47

where direct excitation of 1B and 2A states was assumed (but
also that they differ in the products). In fact, near the 1B/2A CI
with its strong vibronic interaction, the 2A ‘‘dark’’ state borrows
intensity from 1B, so that the absorption cross sections to the
two states are comparable in this region.

The quantitative evaluation of branching ratios in ref. 52 can
be taken to the present model. In ref. 47 the Pre fluorescence was
assigned to emission from the 2A state. Because its measured
lifetime (2 ns) is much longer than the cZc-Pre lifetime in the 2A
minimum (rring opening time of Dehy E 1.8 ps56 or at low
temperature not longer than 5 ps;71 cZc-Pre has this ‘‘pericyclic’’
minimum in common with Dehy), this fluorescence must be

Fig. 2 Expected effect of the C–C twist: due to increased bond order,
torsion destabilizes the doubly excited (2A) state more than the pp* (1B)
state. In a cross section along CC distances, the surface crossing and 1B/2A
barrier are raised thereby, but lowered along a torsion coordinate.

Fig. 3 Suggested interpretation of a wavelength dependence in a single
(cZc-) Pre conformer: two valleys on the 2A surface lead to ring closure
(Dehy or Lumi, depending on the Pre helicity) or Z–E isomerization
(tEc-Tachy), respectively. In the branching region (1B/2A CI) one path is
barrierless, the other (behind the drawing plane) climbs over a small
barrier. Only the former is reached by long wavelengths (l3). Dotted arrow:
thermal activation, IC: internal conversion.
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assigned to another conformer, tZc-Pre. Upon photochemical
ring opening of Dehy, the molecule reaches via a 1B/2A CI (from
the right-hand side of the 2A curve of Fig. 3, not shown) the
same pericyclic minimum that is shown in Fig. 3 (in contrast to
the suggestion in ref. 47). Nevertheless there is no wavelength
effect in Dehy,47 because from its 1B/2A CI the Z–E valley is not
accessible.

The model attributes the barrier to the Z–E isomerization,
consistent with its yield that strongly drops towards longer
wavelengths. At the same time, the ring closure yield increases,
with the sum of yields found to be wavelength independent,47

consistent with the competitive nature of the two reactions.
By contrast, while investigating two smaller trienes instead
of Pre, Dauben’s group found a wavelength independent Z–E
isomerization.48 Obviously these model compounds meet no
barrier in this reaction. (According to Fig. 2 the barrier height
can depend on small geometric details.) By contrast, ring
closure was found in these compounds to increase strongly
towards longer wavelengths;48 this dependence seems consistent
with a pure conformer control, where the cZc absorption dominates
in the red wing of the spectrum. (The authors assume an electronic
reason.48) It is also worth noting that in this example all conformers,
including cZc, have the same Z–E yields, contrary to some
assumptions mentioned above.

It can be assumed that (as usual36) the branching space of
the 1B/2A CI is spanned by similar coordinates to the last CI.
That is, the CQC and C–C torsions dominate in it. Interestingly,
in this case the two paths differ in the relative sign of the two
torsions: the barrierless one (ring closure) follows a conrotatory
motion, as expected for a Woodward–Hoffmann allowed ring
closure, whereas the activated path uses disrotatory (mirror-
symmetric) motion of the two bonds, as expected for Hula twist.

4. Practically no hot-ground-state
reactions: evidence from circular
dichroism and various reactions
4.1. Reactions in the hot ground sate: expectations and some
observations. Hula twist is concerted

Reactions in the hot S0 are a frequent phenomenon in gas-phase
photochemistry. After the return to the ground state of the
reactant or product, the photon energy is fully released (reactant)
or nearly so (product) as thermal (vibrational) excess energy. The
correspondingly high temperatures lead to thermal reactions in
the electronic ground state. They are expected to approach a
(high-temperature) thermal equilibrium but do not go beyond
(as also confirmed by calculation for Dehy ring opening in the
gas phase41). Such reactions are easy to distinguish from true
photochemical reactions (i.e. those following the slopes on the
potential from S1 to S0), see e.g. the discussion in ref. 58: in
contrast to the latter, a buffer gas suppresses them partially,
and in the condensed phase they are typically only detectable in
traces; only with small molecules such as ethylene they still
contribute substantially to the products (H and H2 elimination
in this example58). The crucial parameters are the initial

temperature and the rate of cooling compared to the reaction
rate. In a nonpolar condensed phase, cooling (reduction of the
temperature difference by a factor of e) takes 5–15 ps; it can be
faster, if there are polar interactions or hydrogen bridges (see
ref. 59–61 and literature quoted there). If there is any hot-S0

reaction in the condensed phase, it must take place before. This can
happen, if the initial temperature is high enough, for example in
small molecules, where the excess energy is distributed over only
few degrees of freedom; or if the activation energy for the reaction is
small enough, for example, in rotamerization.

The photochemical ring opening of 1,3-cyclohexadiene
(CHD) to Z-hexatriene may serve as an example. After excitation
at 267 nm (4.6 eV) and internal conversion, CHD has a calculated
vibrational temperature of 2400 K.62 In the gas phase (i.e. without
cooling), ring opening goes to completion. In solution, the ring
opens with 42% quantum yield and, as concluded from sub-
stituted derivatives, on a purely photochemical (conrotatory)
path. Obviously the increase of the yield in the gas phase is due
to thermal (disrotatory) ring opening. (This was not recognized
in the reviews.56,63) That is, hot-ground-state ring opening is
completely suppressed in solution in this example. The product
cZc-hexatriene has a calculated initial temperature of 2050 K;62

it was observed to rotamerize in solution, although not to
completion (summary in ref. 55–57). Probably the much smaller
activation energy helps that this hot-S0 reaction is much less
suppressed.

Previtamin D has a much larger number of vibrational
degrees of freedom; if most of them absorb the excess energy after
ring opening of Dehy, it is expected to have a much smaller initial
temperature than hexatriene. If intramolecular vibrational energy
redistribution is incomplete at early times, the temperature of the
chromophore may still be high enough to allow rotamerization of
the ring-opening product Pre. Such a possibility was considered in
ref. 55–57 and in ref. 8 and 9. A nonadiabatic molecular dynamics
calculation in the gas phase (i.e., without cooling) found tZc-Pre
after Dehy ring opening already near 0.7 ps and a conformer
equilibrium around 4 ps.41 The following two sections present
experimental evidence that in the condensed phase rotamerization
is by far less extensive than claimed in ref. 8 and 9 or may be
nearly negligible. If so, it is suppressed by the combined intra-
and intermolecular energy redistribution (cooling), which seems
efficient in the large molecules.

One may also ask why the authors of ref. 8 believe to have
seen extensive rotamerization in the hot S0 of Pre produced
from Dehy but not if produced from Lumi9 (although the
authors point to a different free space in EPA in this case9) or
in the Tachy products upon irradiation of Pre;8,9 they have the
same molecular size and excess energies. One such example is
considered in Section 4.3.

A characteristic difference between photochemical and thermal
reactions is the following:

Whereas two photochemical reactions

conformer A - conformer B (1)

conformer B - conformer A (2)
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are easily conceivable (e.g. SBR via an HT CI) and do not
contradict each other, thermally one would obtain (at high
temperature) one and the same conformer mixture from both
reactants. For illustration: if the conformers were isoenergetic,
a hot-S0 reaction would produce A/B ratios approaching the
equilibrium value of 1 : 1 with both reactants, whereas the
photochemical process can produce B from A and A from B.
A clear-cut example of the photochemical type is (conformer-
controlled) rotamerization of butadiene in a cryogenic matrix:64

Irradiation at 214 nm (s-trans) produced s-cis, whereas excitation
near 230 nm (s-cis) resulted in s-trans; by contrast, the product
composition should be very similar (i.e. near equilibrium) with
the two wavelengths, if it were a matter of a ground-state
reaction (as supposed by Saltiel (p. 2336 of ref. 9)). (Liu inter-
prets this and other examples as an HT process.20–27) More
recent examples of the photochemical type are the substituted
hemithioindigos of ref. 40, where the conformer pairs A/B and
C/D could individually be rotamerized as in eqn (1) and (2).

This criterion can be used to answer whether Hula twist is
concerted: Saltiel repeatedly8 suggested that observed cases of HT
are actually photochemical DBT followed by rotamerization in the
hot ground state. If this were right, one would observe (nearly) the
same (equilibrium) conformer mixture of Tachy, starting from
different Pre conformers. Actually one observes1,8 in the cold EPA

in situ Pre - tEc-Tachy (predominantly) (3)

thermal Pre - cEc-Tachy (exclusively). (4)

The latter is a less stable conformer of Tachy. It should not
dominate (or even be the exclusive product) in a thermal reaction.
(Many analogous cases have been reported by Liu.20–27) Hence
HT is concerted, in agreement also with the HT-CI mechanism.
An asynchronous (but concerted) case was reported for stilbene.31

To state it in other words: the pair of eqn (3) and (4) implies
both: that there is no equilibration of rotamers in excited Pre
(i.e., HT obeys NEER) and that there is no equilibration of
conformers in ground-state Tachy (i.e., HT is not a two-step
process but is concerted).

According to the next section, measurements of the circular
dichroism in ring opening of Dehy indicate that reactions in the
hot ground state of Pre are by far less important than claimed in
ref. 8 and 9. Section 4.3 suggests they are even practically
negligible, if one can conclude by analogy with thermalized Pre.

4.2. Circular dichroism

7-Dehydrocholesterol (Dehy) has a negative circular dichroism
(CD) (see, e.g. ref. 65); that is, the absorption in its first UV band
is larger, if incident circularly polarized light is right-handed
than if it is left-handed. This is due to the left-handed helix,
formed by its diene chromophore, in agreement with the general
rule for nonplanar dienes (see, e.g., chapter 11 of ref. 65). This
rule can be extended to trienes (theoretical support in ref. 66 and
67, measured in cyclic trienes in ref. 68). For Pre and Tachy
conformers the CD spectra were calculated by Dmitrenko et al.9

In the region of their UV bands, the CD of (�)cZ(�)c-Pre is
negative (probably with larger magnitude than in Dehy, because

of the larger twist) and positive for the (+)tZ(�)c and (�)cZ(+)t
conformers, which result from the former by rotamerization. Of
course, it is also positive for (+)cZ(+)c-Pre, the product of Lumi
ring opening. Obviously the CD can help decide which conformer
is produced upon ring opening and whether there is any hot-
ground-state reaction thereafter.

A first hint is given by preliminary experiments in Leiden
(end of chapter 6 in ref. 15), where upon ring opening of Dehy
(Lumi) in a cold EPA matrix the CD stayed negative (positive). It
would be desirable to repeat their experiments and isolate the
absorption and CD spectra of the cZc-Pre conformers and
determine their yields. But valuable evidence is already provided
by a room-temperature measurement of the CD change on Dehy
ring opening.69 As it was time resolved, the effect of the primary
products could be isolated, undisturbed by later reactions. The
resulting CD changes are shown in Fig. 4. The photolysis
(pump) pulse immediately makes the CD signal more negative,
probably due to an excited-state contribution;69 the peak then
decays with a time constant of 1.1 to 1.9 ps to a constant
negative plateau, which lasts at least 18 ps. The time constant
agrees well with that for ring opening found by transient
absorption.55,57 The pedestal represents the contribution of
the product to the CD. This contribution is obviously negative,
as expected for the primary conformer (�)cZ(�)c-Pre with its
increased negative CD, whereas the tZc and cZt conformers8,9 or
the cZc form with opposite helicity9 with their positive CD9

would give rise to a positive pedestal (= difference of CD after
and before irradiation), if present with substantial quantities; also
the depletion of Dehy (with has a negative CD) gives a positive
contribution. Obviously there is no substantial rotamerization
during this time at room temperature in solution. Even with
the limited signal-to-noise ratio, one can rule out that 97% of

Fig. 4 Time-resolved circular dichroism (CD) upon photochemical ring
opening of Dehy, measured in ref. 69 with 300 nm (upper panel) and
285 nm for photolysis and probing. The shown DCD is the measured CD
minus that before irradiation, so that a negative value indicates that the CD
has become more negative than that of Dehy. Reproduced with permission
of ACS.
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the primary conformer rearrange to either (+)tZ(�)c-Pre or
(�)cZ(+)t-Pre8 or 80% to either (+)tZ(�)c-Pre or (+)cZ(+)c-Pre.9

It may be argued that the CD measurements are consistent
with rotamerization of a small fraction of the claimed high
percentages; i.e., that hot-ground-state isomerization after ring
opening of Dehy is not zero, although much less important
than suggested in ref. 8 and 9. If, for example, only a fifth of the
80% (claimed in ref. 9) does rotamerize, 16% would be rear-
ranged and 84% of the primary conformer would remain in the
cZc form. Even in this case most of the tEc-Tachy (50%9) must
have been produced directly from cZc-Pre, not via a two-step
process (hot-ground-state reaction + DBT). Hence one must also
drop the idea8,9 that each detected Tachy conformer has a
precursor (Pre conformer) of its own with equal abundance.

The CD results also limit the yield of (+)cZ(+)c-Pre (with
inverse helicity of the primary conformer) to much less than
30% (to perhaps a fifth of it, as suggested above). This number
was implied by the revised identification of TachyC with
(+)cE(+)c-Tachy, the measured yield of TachyC and the assumption
of DBT isomerization from Pre to Tachy.9 Either one should
change the assignment of TachyC again (perhaps back to cEt-
Tachy, which can be formed from the primary cZc-Pre) or one
must find another precursor of (+)cE(+)c-Tachy (perhaps the
primary cZc-Pre and a new type of CI, see Section 3.1).

In the conical intersection mechanism all Tachy conformers
observed from Dehy in ref. 8 can result from cZc-Pre alone. If
TachyC = cEt-Tachy (as in ref. 8), also the products of Lumi9

are compatible with this mechanism with a single precursor
(Section 3, Scheme 2c).

If there are any hot-ground-state reactions in the Dehy/Pre
system, they must take place in a time clearly shorter than 5 ps:
this was the cooling time measured also in this system by
transient absorption (see, e.g. ref. 70).

At much longer times (after cooling) a thermally activated
rotamerization was found, however:70,71 It has a time constant of
125 ps in ethanol at ambient temperature. The measured activation
energy (16 kJ mol�1 71) infers that it is frozen in the cold matrix. The
time dependent absorption increased substantially during this
relaxation over several hundred picoseconds,71 as expected for
a (predominant) cZc-Pre - tZc-Pre rotamerization, because the
latter conformer has a twice larger absorption cross-section than
the former.9

4.3. Cold thermalized Pre is tZc-Pre, not cZc-Pre

If Pre prepared in situ photoisomerizes to (mainly) tEc-Tachy1,8

but thermal Pre (thermalized at low temperature) isomerizes to
a different product (cEc-Tachy),8,13–15 the reactants must also
be different, as already argued in ref. 1. That is, if the in situ
product is cZc-Pre (Section 4.2), thermalized Pre cannot be the
cZc conformer. (See Scheme 2 for the assignments of this work
and of the Florida group.) Unnoticed by the Florida authors,
just their work8 provides strong evidence that it is in fact not
cZc-Pre: by the fluorescence detection they found that cEc-Tachy
is the only photoisomerization product formed from thermalized
Pre, the irradiation mixture forming a strict two-component
system.8 But from cZc-Pre one would also expect the ring-closure

products Dehy and Lumi (from (�)cZ(�)c and (+)cZ(+)c, respectively),
which both fluoresce efficiently at the low temperature (see ref. 8, 9,
55 and 56 and literature quoted there) and would be easily detected,
also because they show a characteristic vibrational structure. (The
quantum yields for ring closure were reported to be 1.5 to 3% for the
room-temperature conformer mixture.17 They would be by a factor
larger, if referred to pure cZc-Pre.) The fact that they were not found
implies that the thermalized Pre is not cZc but must be tZc. The
alternatives cZt-Pre and tZt-Pre have too high energies.9,10

A similar but independent piece of evidence that the thermalized
Pre is not cZc can be taken from the UV and CD investigations of Pre
in EPA at 92 K in Leiden:14,15 Also there, ring closure to Dehy or
Lumi was not detected, although these compounds would be easily
identified by their UV and CD spectra with a vibrational structure.
Hence thermalized Pre in cold EPA is tZc-Pre.

It is satisfactory that tZc-Pre was calculated to be the lowest-
energy conformer in the gas phase, in particular in the
OH-equatorial conformer,9,41 which is stabilized in polar solvents
such as EPA (see ref. 11 and 15, for example). The calculated
energy differences are small, however.

The fact that the thermal reaction Pre - cEc-Tachy shows no
detectable side product (as apparently all the other reported
Z–E isomerizations8,9) also means that hot ground state reactions
are practically negligible in this case. (The error limits of the
measurements8 would probably be consistent with a few percent
of such side products.) Because the molecular sizes and photon
energies are the same, this suggests that in Dehy ring opening
they are also (nearly) negligible, not only of minor importance as
concluded from the CD measurements. Note that the mechanism
via a conical intersection does not require any rotamerization
(Section 3).

It is also worth noting that the assignment ‘‘thermal Pre =
tZc-Pre’’ was derived without invoking any estimate on a con-
tribution of a hot-ground-state reaction.

5. Summary and outlook

Whereas the investigation of Dehy ring opening to Pre and
subsequent Z–E isomerization to Tachy by transient absorption
in Garching1 revealed only the main conformer of Tachy (tEc),
the fluorescence detection in Florida found two additional ones
(cEt and cEc), with tEc still being the main product.8 The Florida
group concluded that there must have been also three conformers
of Pre produced by ring opening and believe that they detected
them. They suggested that the initially formed cZc-Pre is converted
for the most part by a reaction in the hot ground state to tZc-
and cZt-Pre (or cZc-Pre with opposite helicity9), which are then
photoisomerized to the three Tachy conformers. If after this
rotamerization in situ Pre were mainly tZc-Pre, thermalized Pre
must be cZc-Pre,8 because the photochemical products are
different for the two cases. The Florida group then ascribed
DBT-type Z–E isomerizations to all Pre conformers. When Lumi
was used to prepare Pre9 (only cZc-Pre was found), the authors
believed to have seen a DBT accompanied by a (simultaneous?)
axial-to-equatorial conformer rearrangement, in part followed
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by a change of helicity in the hot ground state of Tachy (Scheme 2b).
The latter process was also induced photochemically (Section 3.1).

However, hot-S0 reactions are in these systems much less
important than postulated, even at room temperature in solution
(Section 4). This is clearly proven by time-resolved CD spectro-
scopy: upon ring opening of Dehy, the CD becomes (and stays
until temperature equilibration and longer) more negative, as
expected for cZc-Pre as the product, whereas the other postulated
Pre conformer in the claimed quantities would make the CD
change positive (Section 4.2) within the first 5 ps after ring
opening. If in situ Pre is mainly cZc-Pre, thermal Pre must be
a different conformer (tZc, Section 4.3). In fact, no trace of
ring closure from thermal Pre was detected by fluorescence
spectroscopy,8 although it should have been, if it were cZc-Pre
as claimed8 (Section 4.3). That is, the original assignments1

in situ Pre = cZc-Pre (except possibly a few percent of rotamer-
ized products) and cold thermal Pre = tZc-Pre should be
maintained (Scheme 2c). (There is no disagreement between
ref. 1 and 8 on the Tachy conformers.) Hence also the original
statement is maintained (or slightly modified): that upon
photoisomerization, in situ Pre (from Dehy) and thermal Pre both
follow an HT pathway or at least pass through an HT-type CI.

Section 4 also points out that Hula twist is concerted
(Section 4.1). That is, it does not consist of two steps, a photo-
chemical DBT and a subsequent SBR in the hot ground state
(as suggested by Saltiel8).

The Florida group found on starting from Dehy not only the
main Tachy conformer (tEc) but two more, assigned in ref. 8 to
cEc and cEt-Tachy. A mechanism via an HT-type CI (Section 3.1)
explains all these three Tachy conformers as products of the
primary Pre form (cZc) and even predicts qualitatively the yield
ratios and why tEt-Tachy is not formed. Even the observed site
effect in the matrix can be understood. The molecular structure
in the CI is that of a partially completed Hula twist (Section 3).
The two main products result from HT-6 and HT-7; the minor
yield (3%8 or 20%9) from DBT can be understood as attempted HT
(Section 3.1). The results from Florida8 can hence be considered a
brilliant support for the HT CI mechanism. Nevertheless a DBT-type
CI certainly exists also in this molecule. But obviously it is at higher
energies and is not reached upon excitation in the near UV.

Section 3.2 again1,30 points out that (in contrast to some
opinions in the literature) HT is fully consistent with the NEER
principle and conformer control. HT even offers additional
possibilities of control, if the pretwist of C–C single bonds is
exploited. Examples are given. One example is also reported
(the wavelength dependence of Pre photoisomerization), which
is not pure conformer control: a sudden jump of the Tachy yield
is also observed with a single Pre conformer (cZc) as the reactant.
Obviously there is an internal energy threshold for this reaction.
A model for such a barrier is presented in Fig. 3.

The slope down into the CI (which is about one third on the
way towards a full HT) drives the molecule already without any
volume constraint, although an external force can contribute
(Section 3.1). A full HT in the absence of external forces was
experimentally demonstrated e.g. with stilbene in the gas phase or
in solution.31 An impressive example of free molecules showing all

reactions expected from an HT CI is the recent work on substituted
hemithioindigos in solution:40 both conformers of each, the Z and
E isomer, could be isolated and individually investigated by NMR
spectroscopy; they showed DBT, HT and SBR in various ratios.
(Most recently, a similar system was used to demonstrate a
photon-only driven molecular motor, exploiting SBR, DBT and
HT.72) These ratios and their various dependences can probably
be interpreted by the pretwist model (Section 3.2). For unsubstituted
hemithioindigo, excited state surfaces and their CIs with the ground
state were calculated by the de Vivie-Riedle group.73 Several minima
in the intersection space were found. Only one of the energetically
accessible ones – an acrolein-type CI – is photochemically active
(towards Z–E isomerization); the others lead to only IC. An HT-type
CI was found to lie higher than the Franck–Condon energy. It would
be interesting to see, whether it is lowered by the pretwist, caused by
substituents. From this work73 we can also learn that distortion
along quite a number of coordinates can help bring S1 and S0 to an
intersection (to a CI). That is, one should be prepared to meet
different types of CIs for Z–E isomerization, although for Pre and
other nonpolar polyenes an HT CI seems sufficient.

This quantum chemical work73 also emphasized the role of
charge separation. So far, an HT CI has been thought to be a
characteristic of nonpolar double-bond systems and the inter-
section of their covalent 2A state with S0,2 a rule which may
need modification: in the substituted hemithioindigos the products
point to an HT CI. Furthermore in Pre, HT was predicted to start
also from the (ionic) 1B state by time-dependent DFT,41 a quantum
chemical method not able to calculate the two-electron-excited 2A
state. Liu also pointed to possible HT in cyanine dyes23 (which are
very polar), a view then also adopted by Rettig et al.74

Section 3.2 pointed out the importance of predistortion, be
it by steric hindrance or by external forces. It can control the
direction of motion long before the wave packet arrives in the
branching region, that is, the CI; it also can select between
different CIs. This concept is very successful in explaining
many selectivities in photochemistry, such as the principle of
least motion or the choice between different Woodward–Hoffmann
allowed reactions;42 it is a generalization of conformer control. It
can be interpreted by a (limited-time, Section 3.1) memory of the
wave packet, from where it comes, or by a certain momentum
conservation. While this seems intuitive, it deserves theoretical
attention: the path of the wave packet is in general not straight,
and it can enter the upper cone of the CI tangentially, so that the
information on the original direction is lost.

It was shown in this contribution that an HT CI successfully
explains the product spectrum of a relatively special system
(although prototypical, or ‘‘considered the definitive evidence
for HT’’8), previtamin D, as observed in ref. 8. Of course, this CI
is the basis of the many other observed cases of Hula twist, and
the HT observations and the calculated molecular structure in
the CI mutually support each other. But the HT CI explains also
why the quantum yields for Z–E and E–Z isomerizations of
polyenes usually do not add up to 1 (because the branching
point – the CI – is not common for forward and backward
reactions), which was not understood before.2 It was also used
to rationalize why ring closure of dienes to cyclobutenes perfectly
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follows the Woodward–Hoffmann rules, whereas the corresponding
ring opening is often unselective or even occurs selectively in the
anti-Woodward–Hoffmann direction.42 The reason is that the CI for
the (disrotatory) electrocyclic reaction is geometrically very close to
the CI for (disrotatory) HT, so that a Z–E isomerization channel can
also be reached from the ring-opening path. The explanatory
potential, demonstrated by these two examples, already justifies
that the HT CI deserves attention.
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